
Chapter 21
We got the Magic

Xavier: Previously on Spike Adventures, Spike and his Team have encountered A Familiar Face
that Ceo and Sadie both know Enter Mya Gardner, She is a Social Media Star and traveler
around the world and had finally returned to her home, After then going to the Arcade with some
fun and encountering Both Parker and Angelo, Angelo had a Job mission take in Spike for
questioning instead Parker gets Kidnapped by a Black Dragon goon and after chasing down to
save Parker things get tough for Oddpair until Joseph saved the day with his powers their
victory was Short as the Cops Barnes and Scrap took Spike away desperate to get him back
Oddpair go up to Mya for help which to everyone's surprise Mya was a Secret Master Hacker in
her back then days and agreed to save Spike as Oddpair takes off meanwhile Spike was first
introduced to the Mayor of the City Klaus Holt and after a talk about Boshi and Spike's
Connection the meeting was short as Oddpair found their friend Spike and saved him from.the
police and escaped in time and after the Rescue Mya Joins Oddpair as the Hacker member of
the team, What will happen next for our Friends let's find out.

Day 16 9:21 am

-The Haunted house-

*Spike, Shanks, Chungs and Ceo were watching some TV in the house while Jimmy and
Joseph came back after a walk outside*.

Jimmy: Hey we're back.

Joseph: Hey Sup.

Ceo: Oh hey guys.

Spike: Well that was a Fast walk it like lasted for an Hour.

Joseph: Yay well I maybe a bit Rounded but I gotta stay in walking shape sheesh.

Spike: Tch yay okay *Smirks*

Joseph: Wanna doubt me again?

Spike: Maybe.

Jimmy: Guys! both of you stop! I swear I have to make sure you both don't do anything to cause
a scene.

Shanks: Hey by the way Jimmy have you Seen Sadie or Mya on the way here?



Jimmy: Well… no I haven't.

Ceo: Well it's a good thing got connections *Texts Mya* Done.

*Ding dong*.

Ceo: Oh It's Mya now *Ahem* “Hey sorry if I'm coming late I recived some interesting news of a
brand New Vein Fairgrounds Grand reopening by the Pier, I'll see you soon” Wait what!?

Spike: Wait Vein Fairgrounds I thought it was Closed.

Shanks: Yay it did.

*Then the boys heard Chungs gasping looking at his shell phone*.

Chungs: OMG guys in the News app literally says that there is Gonna be a Vein Fairgrounds
reopening In like another Hour!

*Then Shanks, Ceo, and Spike check their phones to find out its true*.

Spike: Oh Damn it's legit.

Ceo: Well I'll be damned im surprised they are still going after what happened with the accident.

Shanks: Well I know what's gonna happen…

Spike: What?

Shanks: Well for starters you'll say “OH MY GOSH GUYS WE GOTTA GO!” *Does the Spike
impression*.

Spike: Okay first that was rude and 2nd I was gonna say that but not anymore.

Shanks: Ah ha! I was right!

Ceo: Yay because you got it the one time right.

*Shanks slam Punches Ceo's noggin as Ceo was on the ground off the couch*.

Jimmy: Well I guess we could go see it.

Ceo: *Pulls my head off the ground* Well wherever Mya is at I will go see.



Chungs: Didn't you made a promise yesterday to not be weird around her.

Ceo: Ah….*My finger up until Lowering down* Shit…

Chungs: See already your breaking the rule.

Ceo: Now hold on she isn't here so it doesn't count!

Spike: Look let's just go to the Pier, Chungs do you know where it is?

Chungs: It says it will be around the Neighborhood of Terence Wood but “Oyster Beach”.

Shanks: Oh sh*t that's where I work.

Spike: Shanks it's been a few chapters And you've been off work a lot.

*Silence fills the room until back to reality*.

Ceo: Uhhhh oooookay anyways let's go to the pier.

Joseph: Shouldn't we get Sadie?

Spike: Great idea *Calls her with my Egg Phone*.

-The Price Family mansion-

Sadie: *Picking out my Clothes for today* Ugh dammit what am I gonna wear… *Thinks*.

*Then knocking by the door*.

Sadie: Enter.

TJ: *Walks in with a Dish server* Lady Sadie *Opens the Dish lid* Your Cell phone is ringing.

Sadie: Oh? *Takes it clearing my throat* “Hello?” “Hello?” *Answers the phone* Hello, you
reached Sadie.

Spike: “Sadie! Hello!”

Sadie: Oh… It's just you Spike look I'm a little busy changing what do you want?

Spike: “Oh we're gonna go to the Pier To New Grand Reopening of Vein Fairgrounds Mya is
being there, You wanna Come?”



Sadie: Oh Vein Fairgrounds… Hold on *Puts on mute to check my Schedule seeing I have
nothing today as I sighed unmutting* Fine I'll be over.

Spike: “Great See you soon!”

*After Hang up Spike Jumped up Flipping forward with semi perfect landing*.

Spike: Okay! *Stretches* Sadie is coming.

Ceo: Oh that's good.

Shanks: So we're taking the Van Sadie gave us?

Ceo, Chunis and Spike: Yes!

Shanks: *Sighs* alright let's go.

*Then the Boys go in the Van as Shanks Drives them all the way in the City to the Water Piers
as they see the New Grand Reopening Of the Vein Fairgrounds*.

Spike: Wow! Look how big this place is!

Jimmy: *Amazed my eyes turning to Stars* Wow…

Joseph: Hey is that Mya over there?

*Mya was waiting by the Ticket Entry Booths*.

Ceo: Oh yay she's there.

Shanks: Alright I'm Parking right now *Then I turn to the Parking Lot Parking the Van*.

*Then everyone from the Van ran to the Booths to Mya as they looked at the Atmosphere and
scenery*.

Ceo: Mya! *Waving*.

Mya: Oh hey guys.

Spike: We just thought telling you Sadie Is on her way, So we good to get in?

Mya: Yay I was just punching in my ticket *Presses the punching machine for the Ticket to get
checked in* Alright I'll wait inside *Walks on in*



Spike: We'll be right behind you.

*Then a little later they punched in tickets too and they were finished as they all got in the
Fairgrounds with Mya*.

Jimmy: Oooooh wow *Excited*.

Ceo: Whoa Jimmy you're acting very different from before.

Jimmy: Huh? *Snapping of it* Oh sorry! I just really love Carnivals.

Sadie: Yo guys.

*Then Oddpair sees Sadie sitting by the Bench eating a Vegan Corndog getting up*.

Sadie: What's up what took you?

Joseph: How did you get here so quickly? *Surprised*.

Sadie: Dad had a few mins to take me by the Chopper and bought me in for Vip free pass.

Ceo: Ugh of course your dad did that for God sack…

Sadie: Relax I made it fair asking him for Vip passes for you guys as well so your welcome by
the way.

Spike: Whoa a Golden Card Neato *Smiling taking it*.

Jimmy: Oh thank you so much Sadie.

Shanks: You know you didn't had to do that.

Sadie: Just accept it already before changing my mind.

Spike: Well cmon guys lets go get Crazy! *Smiles Waving my arms around goofy expressing
myself*.

Mya: Spike never do that again…

*Then a Montage as Oddpair went on Ferris Wheels, Roller coasters, Underwater Subcar Water
tour ride, Carnival Games and even Arcade for more games*.

Chungs: Oh man that was so fun! I can't believe we broke half of the Arcade's Records.



Ceo: Uh Hello Mya Cleaned the whole prize walls and nearly cleaned the Claw machines she
was In the zone.

Mya: Oh cmon it's not that big of a deal *Blushing looking away*.

Sadie: Tch Show off.

Mya: Tsk as if you were rocking them too.

*As Oddpair was talking among each other of the fun they are having Spike gets distracted
relaxed until he looked over to the Right and Saw someone who he thought not seeing at all*.

Jimmy: Hmm? Spike?

*The others stopped turning around to Spike*.

Shanks: Uh Spike?

Ceo: *Waving at his face snapping my fingers* Helloooo Spike?

Chungs: Spike! *Shakes him gently*.

Spike: Gah! Oh uh what's up?

Sadie: Dude you were frozen, what is wrong.

Spike: Uhm… *Clicks my tongue* You're not gonna believe me when I point to you where I was
looking.

Chungs: Wha?

*Then Spike pointed As everyone see the someone doing a Magic Show it was Gizmo Alfred as
Jimmy was in deep shocked his jaw dropping slightly wide as the other members grew surprised
shocked*.

Ceo: N-no way that's!

Sadie: What? But that's impossible…!

Shanks: Is that Gizmo?

Chungs: Whoa holy crap it is him!

Mya: *Gasps* W-whats he doing Here!?



Jimmy: Uhm Guys I think we should go.

Ceo: Uh yay we should go.

*As the Oddpair slowly baby Speed walking away Spike looked over to Gizmo but Gizmo looked
straight at Spike, Soon Spike sped up*.

Spike: Hey saw me! *Whispers*.

*Then the others in panic completely speed walking faster until then Infront of them was Magic
dust cloud and appearing was Gizmo himself floating a bit*.

Gizmo: Well well well well well, *Floats down slowly* Do my Eyes Deceive me? *Laughs a little*
Well hello there Jimmy Blubba *Smirking standing on ground wood floor of the Pier*.

Jimmy: G-gizmo uh look we're just leaving.

Gizmo: Calm down Jimmy my good ol chum, As a Matter of fact today is a Beautiful Sky blue
today so right now I'm actually feeling In a good mood right now.

Spike: Hold it! *Blocks Gizmo* Last I checked you Cursed me then disappeared where have you
been hiding all this time to plot to my Best friend!

Gizmo:...Who are you?

Spike: WHAT!? You know who I am, you jackass! Don't act like you don't know you put me in a
Water tank where I almost died.

Gizmo: Ooooh yes I remember the Chicken Boy.

Spike: I am a Yoshi!

Sadie: Look it doesn't matter what are you doing here!? Don't you know your wanted in the City
your probably not allowed here!

Gizmo: Awww Little Girl don't be so hasty besides I'm only here to do my Magic show, Oh
Jimmy after our… misunderstand Magic battle and of course you beating me Somehow I took
into research and fixed up my mistakes in my Magic and so I am known to be more skilled than
last time we met, Now listen Jim how about we make a little deal.

Jimmy: Not interested, thanks.



Gizmo: If your thinking of joining my show as a Assistant No god no it's not that, It's just that
you don't make a Magic show and I'll forgive you of what you did for ruining my Old Magic Show,
And besides I gotta entertain my audience so I must go, So Jimmy stay away from Magic if you
know what's good for you *Smiling poofing away*.

Ceo: Wow what a Dick.

Joseph: What the hell did you do to that guy Jimmy?

Jimmy: *Sighed* I uh… better not talk about it…

Spike: Well he looked too friendly to us and plus he threatened you Jim so how Dare he!

Mya: We should just call the cops beside whatever he is planning can't be good he could be
scamming his shop for people to see.

Jimmy: N-No…! *Was shaking a bit*.

*Then they looked At Jimmy as he was slight terrified as this worries Spike*.

Spike: Jim?

Jimmy: Look We should just… listen to him We aren't doing anything to infer his show so we
should let him be.

Shanks: What are you saying? Are you even hearing yourself right now Jimmy?

Jimmy: Look I understand your right he should be put In Jail but I just feel like not getting in his
was before last time It was Just Spike and I against Gizmo but Spike was captured to Gizmo
when rejecting the Collab show he almost killed Spike if I didn't beat Gizmo and he's right I just
got lucky meaning In reality I'm just weak…

Spike: Jimmy…

Jimmy: And I can't involve you guys with Gizmo and I from before. If he does something to you
guys I'll be held responsible for everything And-.

Spike: Jimmy hey hey listen you gotta calm down please I understand your still upset what he
did to me frankly I am too but you are not weak remember the Mall?

Jimmy: *Gasps*.

Spike: When you were captured I went to Save you just like when you were saving Me from
Gizmo and after the vampire nearly beat Us you used Powerful magic to defeat her and in the



end you got much stronger than before so don't beat yourself up from What happened before
none of us are blaming.

Jimmy:...*Sighs* Yeah I guess you're right but still…

*Soon the discussion kept on going until Ceo interrupted*.

Ceo: Uh excuse me Jimmy?

Jimmy: Yes, what is it Ceo?

Ceo: Okay so what if I said there was someone you know that Looks Fluffy and Great Mohawk
Hair.

Jimmy: What? What are you talking about your not making sense…

Ceo: *Points over a distance*.

*Then in distance it was Luciano he was in the Fairgrounds ordering Funnel Cake as suddenly
Jimmy gasped blushing covering his mouth turning away*.

Spike: Oh hey it's the Vampire Bear! *Surprised*.

Mya: Wait Vampire?

Ceo: Oh right you weren't there for that Mya, Okay its Jimmy's Weird Vampire friend.

Jimmy: H-hey! He's not Weird! He's just… *Blushing holding my arm nervous*.

Shanks: “He's”?

Jimmy: Just a really good friend.

Spike: Hey! *Offended*.

Jimmy: Spike, you're still my best friend.

Spike: Good *Smiles*.

Sadie: Wait, isn't he the brother To that sister that tried to kill you?

Shanks: She's Right how can We trust him? You may do but we won't forget what his sister tired
To do.



Jimmy: I understand that Shanks but Luciano isn't like his Sister, In Fact… he's really kind and
really understands Magic really do *Smiles poking my fingers together feeling happy with
feelings*.

Ceo: !, *Smirking* Well why don't go talk to him since you trust him that much *Smiling*.

Jimmy: W-what!? N-no I just can't go up to him and say “Oh hey Luciano how are you doing?
Me I'm still alittle bit Shaken by your sister nearly killed and had you abandoned Your clan all
together causing you to be homeless… *Guilty*.

Everyone:....

Ceo: Go talk to him.

Jimmy: What but-.

Ceo: Relax, go! *Shoves him*

Mya: Ceo! *Mad*.

Ceo: Relax it was a Gentle, Just go talk to him dude!

Jimmy: *Turns to Luciano in distance gulping nervous as I walked breathing slowly* [Okay no
problem just talk to him…y-you can do it just walk casually].

*Then Jimmy does a Weird walk like a Robot does as Oddpair found it hard to take seriously to
watch Ceo and Joseph just giggled while Shanks and Sadie didn't want to look at That
embarrassing walk as Spike being a Good best friend supports Jimmy with double thumbs ups*.

Jimmy: *Blows as I put on a smile* Luciano! *Yells out*.

Luciano: Hmm? *Turning around surprised* Jimbo!?

Jimmy: Luciano! Hey! *Runs up stopping*.

Luciano: Well Holy sh*t It's been a while how you doing Jim?

Jimmy: Oh uh still shaken by your sister nearly killing me last time *Smiling with a bit of sweat*.

Luciano: Ah right yay sorry about that.

Jimmy: N-no! Its okay *Waving my hands around sweating* It was not your fault, but it was awful
how she treated you… and I'm sorry you left the clan by hanging out with you. I mean if I haven't
been with you, You could of-.



Luciano: Jimbo listen to me for real talk, Listen I don't care about my sister’s sh*t okay? Infact
disappointedly I tried for God I tried to call her to make she is good but she didn't want to
answer it was clear she didn't need me anymore, So I have no regrets, Plus I'm doing alot better
too not being in the cave not Hibernating to a sleep for like 2 years it just feels great.

Jimmy: O-oh well I'm glad you are doing good, But I thought I wasn't gonna see you again…,
and I thought you hated me after you were kicked out.

Luciano: Where the hell is this coming from Jimbo listen I don't hate you, Your Fun, And Really
cool to be around sure a Nerd but your one of those talented ones I don't give a sh*t about who
you are, You are what you are. And you are perfect in everyway *Smiles* So relax.

*Luciano leaned in to pat Jimmy’s shoulder as Jimmy felt his heart racing so fast as he was
Blushing his eyes shining a bit*.

Jimmy: Oh uhm… thank you, So uhm *Snaps myself back to reality* Where have you been
though?

Luciano: Oh well I've been in a Motel for a few weeks now, I mean I would like to afford an
actual home but sadly I am almost out of Blood money.

Jimmy: Blood Money!?

Luciano: Oh no no not that kind I don't kill others for money to steal its show my money that's
red and blood like *Shows* See?

*And it was true in Luciano’s Bloody Wallet showed Red Blood like money as it really wasn't
blood just red blood colored dollars*.

Jimmy: Oh! *Smiling embarrassed* I knew that.

Luciano: Nah you didn't.

Jimmy: Okay I didn't but it's good you don't do that kind of well… stuff.

Luciano: Yay, Oh hey I was just having fudge cake you want some?

Jimmy: Oh Yes actually I haven't had breakfast actually *Smiled a bit of sweat*.

Luciano: Okay and hey you don't have to pay I'll handle it.

Jimmy: Oh you don't have to-.



Luciano: Jimbo I insist seriously if you want to repay me back after last time stop guilt tripping
and wanting to owe me back It's really okay trust me I just like to hang out with you again like
before.

Jimmy:...*Smilied* Yeah you're right I'm sorry Luciano I just thought I would help you.

Luciano: I know and it's okay and don't you dare blame yourself for my position right now
Frankly I don't care about the clan.

Jimmy: Oh okay…

*Then Luciano got his fudge cake with Jimmy as they start eating together Jimmy's Funnel cake
being his favorite crave in desserts*.

Jimmy: Mmmm~ *Mumbling Munching the Funnel cake smiling* Ah I miss having this stuff.

Luciano: *Laughs* Jimmy, you got some Sugar powder on your Lips.

Jimmy: AH! *Wipe my mouth properly* Ah Sorry!

Luciano: Jim it's okay *Smiling*.

Jimmy: *Smiled short until it went down to frown*.

Luciano: Jimmy what's wrong?

Jimmy: Huh? Oh no I'm fine just…

Spike: He isn't fine.

*Then Spike the others join in to sit*.

Jimmy: S-spike! *Mad*.

Spike: Jim no! Shush now this is serious time, It's Gizmo he threatened Jim.

Luciano: Excuse me what? *upset tone*.

Jimmy: Look he just a Bully it's no big deal.

Ceo: Uhm yea it is he literally Said if you don't interfere with my Magic I'll leave ya alone then
you were panic breathing and-.

Jimmy: JUST STOP TALKING *Slams my Fists on the table*.



*Oddpair and Luciano shocked Jimmy expressing himself as he nearly broke the table as he
made a huge crack*.

Jimmy: Oh no I'm sorry! *Worries tone* I-i didn't mean to-.

*Then Jimmy stopped as Luciano held Jimmy's hand and pulled him into a hug*.

Jimmy: *Shocked looking up*.

Luciano: Jimmy stop, it's okay.

Spike: *Joins the hug* Just let it out Jim.

Jimmy:....*Sniffles until crying* I-... I hate him… your right I just am scared of what he may do to
you guys I just… don't want to endanger everyone.

Shanks: To hell with that whatever your problem we can handle it.

Ceo: Damn straight we're more than a Team we are your friend, Right Mya?

Mya: Well you are sensitive when you're kinda handling stuff on your own.

Sadie: Yay no one deserves to be talked like that shit.

Spike: And there's only one way to do it! By breaking his rule, You are gonna do a magic show!

Jimmy: Huh? M-me no I can't do that again I mean my Magic is good but it's not that great…

Spike: Jimmy Blubba you listen to me you Big Orange Marshmallow, As your best friend I will be
damned if you get defeated by that f**king Magician, He needs to pay not to me but to you, So
what you need to do is get out your comfort zone and do a Magic show and beat him at his own
game!

Jimmy:...*Looks at everyone*.

Ceo: Cmon Jimmy do it!

Joseph: Yeah! It will be awesome.

Spike: Do it, do it, do it!

*Then Spike Ceo and Joseph chant together encouraging to Jimmy to speak out*.



Jimmy: Okay okay stop! Alright Let's make… a Magic show.

Spike: HOORAY!!! *Hugs*.

Jimmy: If we are gonna do that I need help Sadie how you like to be my Stunt girl for my Magic.

Sadie: Oh, perform for everyone? That is my Specialty… Hmm F**k it sure.

Spike: Oh me me me I’ll join Sadie! I'm pretty Stunt like too *Joyfully raising my hand Waving it
fast*.

Jimmy: Okay fine, Spike you can stunt with Sadie.

Spike: Hooray!

Chungs: If we're gonna need a stage I'll get the decorations.

Ceo: I'll help out too. I'll look through my supplies to see what will be useful To you Jimmy.

Jimmy: And we may need Guards too, Shanks, Luciano how you two like to be personal
bodyguards.

Shanks: Perfect, Absolutely I accept.

Luciano: Oh of Course I'll help too.

Ceo: Oh! Mya you can blog about The show to advertise it.

Mya: Oh well… *Thinks and sigh* Okay sure only because I don't like Gizmo.

Ceo: Alright!

Jimmy: Okay let's this thing *Slightly confident*.

-Later-

*There was a crowd all over Gizmo shows as he finishing up his act for the next patch of people
wanting to see*.

Crowd: *Cheering loudly*.

Gizmo: Ahahaha thank you, Oh thank you, You are lovely Audience thank so very much *Uses
my Magic portals to steal half of everyone's money from their wallets* That Is all everyone thank
you for coming.



Citizen: Hey Guys! There's a New Magic show opened and it has Potion magic!

Crowd: *Gasps running out to this show*.

Gizmo: H-huh? Wait! Where are you all going!? [Wait potion magic….] !?, Ain't no way! *Warp
magics floating up above My Magic show tent gasping what I am seeing*.

Crowd: *Chattering about having tickets for the show*.

Ceo: That's right folks hurry hurry now and watch the Great Alchemist Genius Jimmy Blubba the
Potionist, Tickets selling only 20$.

Citizen: Wow thats so much cheaper than Gizmo's show.

Citizen 2: I never seen Potion magic before!

Citizen 3: Mommy I wanna See the show too!

-Meanwhile backstage-

Spike: I'm ready ^^ *Wears a Latex Jump suit* But if I'm honest this fabric latex looks tight on my
legs *Stretch the Latex letting it go slapping* Ow.

Sadie: Well you agreed to being a Stuntman with me *Braiding my hair*.

Spike: Right I know *Paints my face To get the makeup paint on*.

Chungs: You guys will do great. I know it.

Spike: Well almost all will do great.

*Meanwhile to Jimmy he was stressed the f**k out as he was seriously in some pressure seeing
the Audience being so huge as he never performed a Huge crowd of people in the fair*.

Jimmy: Oh god… I didn't know I performed this many people.

Joseph: Jimmy calm down it's just a big audience who cares?

Jimmy: I do so many people are Watching and about to judge me with my Magic if I fail…

Spike: Hell no! Jim you need to stop okay remember you're not doing this alone you guys are
performing by your side.



*Then Ceo and Mya went inside the back stage as Ceo carried a Wheel Barrel carrying
mountain stacks of money*.

Sadie: Holy sh*t.

Ceo: Yay guys we just almost cleaned house.

Mya: And thanks to my advertising live streaming the show being open for one day chance Half
of the City of people are in the crowd.

Jimmy: H-half…*Pants having a Aneurysm panic Attack*.

Spike: Hey hey hey hey *Holds a Bag for Jimmy's mouth*.

Jimmy: *Breathes slower feeling a little calm*.

Spike: Jimmy for God sake calm down! You can't beat Gizmo if your stage fright on stage you
gotta take action so please we don't want you to be perfect we want you to do your best.

Mya: Yay Jimmy you got this.

Ceo: Yep and your the reason making me-.

*Then Mya pinches Ceo's Ear*.

Ceo: I mean, us alittle rich, But not to that you also helped Mya out with her followers so thank
you for that.

Mya: *Let's go*.

Ceo: Ow…

Spike: Besides this is your big chance you got this.

Jimmy: O-Okay I'll try…

Shanks: Yo Jimmy we’re to be on.

Spike: That's your Cue Jimmy go get em Tiger, Cricket knockout but not literally *Pushes him
forward*.

Jimmy: *Shaking a bit as I fixed my crooked Alchemist Goggles and tightens my belt of potions*
[Okay… you can do this like Spike said your not alone]...



*Suddenly the Curtains of the stage made by Chungs were pulled away Jimmy sees a Really
huge Crowd*.

Jimmy: [Oh god!!!!!]

Spike: Pssst! Jimmy!

Jimmy: *Turns my head slightly*.

Spike: *Shows a Big Smile*.

Jimmy: *Blows and shows off a Smile* Hello everyone! I like to thank you all for coming to the
first Alchemist Magic Show! Now with that out of the way *Throws some Potion* Let the show
begin!

*The Potions crash as it smoke appeared and birds fly out of the smoke making pretty Magic
sparks*.

Jimmy: And now presenting the Stunt doubles Blue Thunder and Hoove Kicks!

Spike and Sadie: *Back Flipping and appearing Posing*.

Spike: HELLO!!!

Sadie: Hey what's up everyone!

Jimmy: For the First Trick *Uses a Potion of Black portals* The Stunt doubles will go through
these mini Black hole portals to appear out into Scary Creatures, What Creatures will they be?
We may not know, Now for the Doubles jump through.

Spike: Okay *Jumps in*.

Sadie: *Flips backwards in the hole*.

*Soon the Magic portals started to swap them to creatures on the other sides of the world*.

Jimmy: And now Ta da! *Releases them*.

*For Spike's Portal came out a Eagle and Sadie's a Kraken*.

*The Crowd Gasps scared until clapping cheering*.

Gizmo: !?



Jimmy: And now flip back! *Uses my potion magic to reverse as I release Spike and Sadie
back*.

Spike: Hello Again!

Sadie: Hey!

*The Crowd was wowed and Cheered louder as they loved The trick*.

Spike: *Whispers* It's working ^^

Jimmy: *Joyfully feeling happy smiling*.

*And So the show went on as Jimmy had fun showing of Plant potion magic, Water potion magic
and more as his friends were there to help him with the cook sound effects and being the Stunt
doubles to perform*.

Gizmo: No…NO! This is not happening! He is stealing my spotlight Again! I need to stop this!

*The Crowd happily clapped cheered until Gizmo poofed appeared on Stage*.

Gizmo: JIMMY!!!

Jimmy: *Gasps steps back* G-gizmo!

Ceo: Oh sh*t *Whispers*.

Gizmo: What is this? Did you forget what We discussed!?

Jimmy: No… I haven't.

*In the crowd grew very confused*.

Cody: Hey! Get off the Stage Jimmy us performing!

Solid: Yeah dude your ruining up the show!

*Then the crowd boo at Gizmo but Gizmo wasn't happy he was very unhappy it was more then
unhappy he was furious*.

Gizmo: Now look at what you did! You made me look bad!

Jimmy: No I didn't you did it to yourself! I'm just doing what I like to do and it's fun.



Gizmo: Tch Fun? Seriously there's no “Fun” In Magic Shows its about Fame, And Attention of
course Money! Not fun.

Jimmy: Of course you think that! You only think to yourself it's no wonder you scam your shows.

Gizmo: Scam!? How dare you pin that word on me. I'm showing everyone my brilliance. You are
simply embarrassing yourself with this nonsense!

Jimmy: How you think and feel of all the people you scammed them then? Ever thought of that
its no wonder your a Asshole, Your Selfish, Rude and above all a Complete Fraud!

*The Crowd and oddpair gasps*.

Gizmo: Fraud… *My eye twitching until laughing* Fraud? Fraud!? I AM NOT A FRAUD!!!

*Suddenly Gizmo’s Magic was so destructive the stage and the Pier cracked alittle with the
audience put in danger as Jimmy threw his Potion magic of Sticky Slime goo on Gizmo*.

Jimmy: STOP THIS YOU'RE GONNA PUT PEOPLE IN DANGER ARE YOU CRAZY!?

Gizmo: CRAZY!? I AM NOT CRAZY YOU’RE A DUMB STUPID ALCHEMIST THAT
SHOULDN’T DO MAGIC SHOWS, AND YOU KEEP STEALING MY SPOTLIGHT IT'S ALL
ABOUT ME! ME! ME! ME!!!! ME!!!!!

Jimmy: Just stop this Gizmo!

Gizmo: NEVER! YOU DID THIS AND YOU ARE BEING PAYED FOR IT! I'll warn you one last
chance Jimmy SHUT DOWN THE SHOW!

Jimmy:...*Looks through the crowd worried of them* I… okay i’ll-.

???: STOP THIS!

Jimmy: Huh? *Turns around* Luciano!

Gizmo: And who in the hell are you?

Luciano: Jimmy's Friend you Dickbag, You should be ashamed of yourself, I may not know who
you are but you blaming, and being angry at Jimmy sickens me so back off.

Gizmo: Hmph… *Pulls out my Grimoire Flipping the pages with my magic* If you want to be in
the way then I'll destroy you!



*Gizmo unleashed powerful wave of Dark Magic as it destroyed half the stage and some people
were in the crossfire everyone riot in panic running around screaming*.

Luciano: *Growls* Jimmy get back, I'll take care of this!

Spike: JIMMY! C'mon We gotta help everyone.

Jimmy: R-right! *Runs along with Spike and the others*.

*Then Back to Luciano And Gizmo*.

Gizmo: Ha “I'll take care of this” Hahaha what could you possibly Do?

Luciano: I'll show you *Uses magic myself but it was Beast magic my aura making my arms
grow to beast bear claws as I rushed slashing Gizmo*.

Gizmo: *Spins in air as I blocked it barely* MY CAPE! This Is hand stitched! You will PAY!!!

Announcer: Fight No.13

Gizmo Vs Luciano

NOW FIGHT!!!

*Then the fight is on as Gizmo unleashed a Spell of Dark Mimics as they copy Luciano's Beast
Magic*.

Luciano: Grrrr! *Then my eyes completely purple as my Blood wings Spread as I used Blood
magic combined with Beast Magic* Claw Tornado!

*Luciano Spun with bloody claws and slashes Gizmo far as the Mimics all got to one point
together and attacked at Luciano all at once*.

Luciano: AH! *Counters as I Used Blood magic Lasso wrapping up all the MMimics throwing
them at Gizmo*.

Gizmo: Ha! *Uses Relaunch spell as I return to sender back at Luciano*.

Luciano: *Blocks them away as I swooped at Gizmo Close Combat*.

*Due to Gizmo's incredible magic he didn't react in time for Luciano's Quick Speed and Close
Combat*.

Gizmo: GRRR!! GET OFF ME! *Uses a Spell to slow time*.



*As it worked Gizmo then released power magic hand Punches and snap back time as Luciano
was launched to the stage injuried, but thanks to his blood magic he quickly recovered,
Meanwhile to Oddpair they got everyone safe As Jimmy watched in shock as Luciano was
losing*.

Jimmy: Oh no Luciano! *Runs in to help*.

Spike: Jimmy, wait!

*To Gizmo and Luciano*.

Gizmo: Hmph pathetic you talk so big yet you still couldn't beat me.

Luciano: Grr… Funny I was gonna say the same thing *Gets up*

Gizmo: *Shocked to see he healed* What the!? How did you!?

Luciano: One detail to know me I'm a Vampire *Uses Psychic power to have a hold on Gizmo
sending him far up the sky* Gotcha! Blood Venom Tentacle Spread!

*Then Blood Tentacles sprouted the ground up but Gizmo went defensive and used a Magic
barrier to block the attack*.

Gizmo: HA HA! Too bad, it's over for you Teddy bear, *Uses my Grimoire to used cancelation*.

Luciano: *Gasp*.

Jimmy: No! *Uses Magic Curse* Curse Magic!: QUEEN OF THORNS!

*Jimmy throws Slamming down a Dark curse magic bag as thorns and black roots came out the
Pier as they struck at Gizmo's Grimoire as it was destroyed*.

Gizmo: MY GRIMOIRE!!!!!

Luciano: NICE ONE! NOW TAKE THIS!

*Then the Thorns and Tentacle struck Gizmo down completely as he was on the flood Pier
completely injured*.

Jimmy: *Jumps down beside Luciano*.

Luciano: Hey nice work Jimmy.



Jimmy: Oh uh… *Blushing with a smile*.

*Oddpair Runs up to Jimmy and Luciano*.

Spike: It's over Cat boy.

Gizmo: *Coughs bleeding to the head* You… motherf**kers… ruined… everything *Coughs*.

Jimmy: Gizmo stop fighting it will only get worse, *Reaches out my hand*.

Gizmo: Huh?

Jimmy: Let's just be friends *Smiled short*.

*But Gizmo growled as he slapped Jimmy's Pity and vanished*.

Gizmo: Don't think this is over Jimmy you and I will never do friends, I'll be back to get you for
this *Echo in the wind*.

Shanks: Tch Typical he got away.

Ceo: Damn but hey that's pretty cool you two.

Jimmy: Oh It was nothing.

Spike: No it wasn't you did it! You proved yourself to Gizmo you are talented with Magic and
stood up to him.

Jimmy: Thanks Spike… *Smiling*.

Luciano: Welp since that's all ill be going now.

Jimmy: W-wait! Luciano I uhm… thanks for helping me and my friends.

Luciano: Hey no problem, That was amazing with you magic at the show, *Gives my Motel room
number* Come Visit sometime.

*Jimmy takes the paper blushing staring at Luciano being adorable*.

Luciano: Well See *Walks putting my hands in my jacket pocket*.

Jimmy: *Sighs smiling*.

Ceo: Mmmmm *Smiling*.



Jimmy: *Whacks Ceo* Oh Shut up…

Ceo: Ow…!

Spike: Okay guys let's go home.

Shanks: Good idea.

*Then as Oddpair left the Pier somewhere in distance*.

???:...Hmm *Reports this to boss* Hey Boss, Yeah it's Me I think I found him *Holds a Phone
photo of Ceo*.

The end

Chapter 22 Black Dragon


